Dear Parents and School Community

How delighted I am to be here for a term at Golden Hill Steiner School. Already I have had the opportunity to see the students perform at Friday Assemble and at the welcome gathering for the Sri Chimnoy peace runners. Whenever I get the chance, I pop into the classrooms or chat to the children in the playgrounds. Their creativity and learning shines out from their school work and play.

I have also been glad to meet parents who call by to introduce themselves or make an appointment to see me for a chat. With each meeting I get to know a little more about you and children. Parents, staff, council and children have all made me feel welcome.

Thank you.

I trust that over the busy weeks of this term I will get to know more of you. I appreciate that this year has been one of change which can be difficult for a small and dedicated community. However, the open friendliness, contentment and lively curiosity I have observed in your children shows me that their well-being is at the core of this school community and will remain so.

With warm regards

Barbara
Golden Hill Steiner School

Violinists

Jasmine, Chloe, Grace, Tia, Izi, Jude, Marie and Linda have been working hard towards playing their violins for The Creation Of Now. They have written all the music and have been rehearsing during the holidays and on the weekends. It's sounding GREAT!!

“Peace does not mean the absence of war. Peace means the presence of harmony, Love, satisfaction and oneness.”
- SRI CHINMOY -
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